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33Abstract
34Background: Reward-centred models have proposed that anomalies in the basal ganglia
35circuitry that underlies reward learning and habit formation perpetuate anorexia nervosa
36(AN). The present study aimed to investigate the volume and shape of key basal ganglia
37regions, including the bilateral caudate, putamen, nucleus accumbens (NAcc), and globus
38pallidus in AN.
39
40Methods: The present study combined data from two existing studies resulting in a sample
41size of 46 women with AN and 56 age-matched healthy comparison (HC) women. Group
42differences in volume and shape of the regions of interest were examined. Within the AN
43group, the impact of eating disorder characteristics on volume and shape of the basal
44ganglia regions were also explored.
45
46Results: The shape analyses revealed inward deformations in the left caudate, right NAcc,
47and bilateral ventral and internus globus pallidus, and outward deformations in the right
48middle and posterior globus pallidus in the AN group.
49
50Conclusions: The present findings appear to fit with the theoretical models suggesting that
51there are alterations in the basal ganglia regions associated with habit formation and
52reward processing in AN. Further investigation of structural and functional connectivity of
53these regions in AN as well as their role in recovery would be of interest.
54
55

561

Introduction

57Anorexia nervosa (AN) is a complex eating disorder characterised by severe malnutrition
58and relentless pursuit of thinness (American Psychiatric Association, 2013) . The mortality
59rate in AN is one of the highest among psychiatric disorders (Arcelus, Mitchell, Wales, &
60Nielsen, 2011; Papadopoulos, Ekbom, Brandt, & Ekselius, 2009) and treatment remains a
61significant challenge (Steinhausen, 2002, 2009). Shedding light onto the processes and
62mechanisms that perpetuate AN is therefore of interest. Current theoretical models of AN
63have proposed that anomalies in reward motivation and learning may play a key role in the
64maintenance of disordered eating (Kaye, Frank, Bailer, & Henry, 2005; Kaye, Fudge, &
65Paulus, 2009; Keating, Tilbrook, Rossell, Enticott, & Fitzgerald, 2012; O’Hara, Campbell, &
66Schmidt, 2015). Most recently, the reward-centred model of AN postulates that early on
67weight loss may be met with positive social and emotional consequences, such as
68admiration and approval, while weight gain may be met with negative appraisal, increasing
69the reward associated with caloric restriction (O’Hara et al., 2015). Over time the reward
70motivation associated with weight loss cues increases, and so the associated eating disorder
71behaviours become compulsive and are repeated despite aversive consequences, such as
72negative affect, social isolation, and poor physical health. Thus, these theoretical models
73highlight similarities between AN and addiction, both of which are considered to be
74disorders of compulsivity and share a number of characteristics such as obsessionality and
75preoccupation (Crane, Roberts, & Treasure, 2007; Fontenelle, Oostermeijer, Harrison,
76Pantelis, & Yücel, 2011; Lubman, Yücel, & Pantelis, 2004; Serpell, Livingstone, Neiderman, &
77Lask, 2002).
78

79Along with prefrontal and motor cortices, basal ganglia circuitry, including the globus
80pallidus and striatal regions, facilitates and supports reward-motivated learning and habitual
81responding (Ashby, Turner, & Horvitz, 2010; Balleine, Delgado, & Hikosaka, 2007). Preclinical
82studies have reported that reward-motivated decision making and acquisition of new
83learned behaviours depend on striatal regions, such as the caudate, anterior putamen, and
84nucleus accumbens (NAcc) (Goto & Grace, 2005; Gruber, Hussain, & O’Donnell, 2009; Yin,
85Ostlund, & Balleine, 2008). Temporary deactivation or permanent destruction of these
86regions impedes the acquisition of new rewarded actions, but does not negatively impact
87execution of previously learned habitual behaviours (Salamone, Correa, Farrar, & Mingote,
882007; Schultz, 2016). The caudate, anterior putamen, and NAcc are also sensitive to
89devaluation treatments, such as reduction in the expected value of outcome, and support
90extinction of non-rewarded actions (Izquierdo & Jentsch, 2012; Trifilieff et al., 2013). The
91posterior putamen and globus pallidus, on the other hand, have been proposed to facilitate
92formation of rigid habits and automatic responses, which are resistant to devaluation
93treatments and persist irrespective of consequences (Agustín-Pavón, Martínez-García, &
94Lanuza, 2014; McFarland & Kalivas, 2001; Saga et al., 2016; Sommer, Costa, & Hansson,
952014). These preclinical findings are in line with results from human studies (Boisgontier et
96al., 2016; Jahanshahi, Obeso, Rothwell, & Obeso, 2015; Tricomi, Balleine, & O’Doherty,
972009), which has sparked a great deal of interest in exploration of these regions in disorders
98of compulsivity.
99
100Anomalies in the above mentioned basal ganglia circuitry are believed to play a key role in
101the maintenance of AN (O’Hara et al., 2015). In preclinical studies, mice exhibiting activity102based anorexia (ABA) show reduced metabolism in regions associated with reward-

103motivated learning, including the anterior parts of the caudate, NAcc, and putamen
104(Barbarich-Marsteller, Marsteller, Alexoff, Fowler, & Dewey, 2005; van Kuyck et al., 2007).
105Furthermore, ABA rats show greater resistance to extinction of food aversion than control
106rats (Liang, Bello, & Moran, 2011). Similarly, human studies have documented reduced
107regional blood flow and metabolism in the caudate in people with acute AN compared to
108healthy comparison individuals (Gaudio, Wiemerslage, Brooks, & Schiöth, 2016; Phillipou,
109Rossell, & Castle, 2014) while weight restored AN participants show reduced regional blood
110flow in the posterior putamen (Kojima et al., 2005). Furthermore, studies investigating
111structural differences in these regions have documented grey matter reduction in the
112caudate, NAcc, and putamen in acute AN (Friederich et al., 2012; Phillipou et al., 2018;
113Titova, Hjorth, Schiöth, & Brooks, 2013). A few studies have also investigated structural
114anomalies in weight restored AN participants and have found reduced globus pallidus
115volume and increased grey matter volume in the putamen, NAcc, and caudate (Bernardoni
116et al., 2016; Friederich et al., 2012). Taken together, these findings appear to mirror to a
117degree the preclinical findings detailed above and lend support to the notion that eating
118disorder related behaviours in AN may be habitual and compulsive, and are pursued despite
119negative consequences.
120
121To our knowledge no studies to date have examined differences in the subcortical shape of
122the above mentioned basal ganglia circuitry in people with AN. While volumetric analysis
123can provide information about the overall size of a subcortical structure, vertex-wise shape124based analyses can detect alterations in the shape of subcortical structures and provides
125more information about regional anomalies in subcortical grey matter (Patenaude, Smith,
126Kennedy, & Jenkinson, 2011). Moreover, relative to other regional methods such as voxel-

127wise morphometry (VBM), vertex analysis provides more localised information about the
128geometric shape of the structure that is not sensitive to tissue-type segmentation or
129differences in prior smoothing (Patenaude et al., 2011). Therefore, examination of the shape
130of the basal ganglia circuitry in AN may be of interest. Indeed, a few recent studies have
131reported inward deformations in the shape of the caudate, NAcc, and anterior putamen
132and outward deformations in the posterior putamen and globus pallidus in disorders of
133compulsivity, including addiction, obsessive compulsive disorder (OCD), and trichotillomania
134(Choi et al., 2007; Garza-Villarreal et al., 2017; Isobe et al., 2018).
135
136The aim of the present study was to explore the morphometry of basal ganglia regions
137including the bilateral caudate, putamen, globus pallidus, and NAcc in light of the reward138centred model of AN (O’Hara et al., 2015). In addition to volumetric analysis we examined
139differences between people with AN and healthy individuals in the shape of these regions.
140To examine the volume and shape of these structures and increase statistical power,
141anatomical neuroimaging data was combined from two studies (Fonville, Giampietro,
142Williams, Simmons, & Tchanturia, 2014; Leppanen et al., 2017a). Based on previous
143structural findings outlined above, we hypothesised that people with AN would show
144generally reduced volume of the caudate, NAcc, and putamen. We also hypothesised that
145participants with AN would have inward deformations in the shape of these regions that
146could provide further information about more localised atrophy. Based on the preclinical
147findings and vertex-wise shape findings from other disorders of compulsivity, we also
148hypothesised that people with AN may show greater outward deformation in regions
149associated with habitual responding, namely the posterior putamen and globus pallidus.
150Within the AN sample, we also conducted additional exploratory analyses to examine

151correlations between eating disorder characteristics, including body mass index (BMI),
152eating disorder psychopathology, and duration of illness, on subcortical volumes and
153shapes.
154

1552
1562.1

Materials and methods
Participants

157The present study combined data from two previous studies (Fonville et al., 2014; Leppanen
158et al., 2017a) conducted between 2011 and 2014. After removing repeat scans from 12
159participants who had taken part in both studies, the combined sample consisted of 118
160unique adult female participants over the age of 18, which included 56 participants with
161current DSM-IV diagnosis of AN (amenorrhea not required) and 62 healthy comparison (HC)
162participants. Fifteen participants were excluded due to either substantial missing data or
163left-handedness. Another three AN participants were excluded for having BMI over 18.5 as
164there was uncertainty regarding whether these participants were weight restored or long165term recovered at the time. The final sample consisted of 100 right handed women. Forty166six participants had current diagnosis of AN, which was confirmed using the Structured
167Clinical interview for Diagnosis – Researcher version (First, Williams, Karg, & Spitzer, 2015).
168The AN participants were recruited from the South London and Maudsley specialist eating
169disorders service and through online advertisements (BEAT eating disorders charity).
170Twenty-three AN participants reported taking psychotropic medication during the time of
171the studies. Further information about the type of psychotropic medication the participants
172were taking was only collected as part of one of the studies and was available for 13 of the
173medicated AN participants (Supplementary Table 1). Fifty-four participants formed an age174matched HC group with no current or history of psychiatric disorders, which was confirmed
175using the SCID-R. The HC participants were recruited from the local community and King’s
176College London students and staff.
177

178Participants were excluded if they reported acute suicidality, current or history of drug or
179alcohol misuse/abuse, any neurological disorders, or head trauma. Additionally, participants
180were excluded if they reported any MRI incompatibility, including pregnancy, any
181irremovable metal in or on the body, or claustrophobia. Prior to taking part all participants
182gave written informed consent and the two studies were approved by National Research
183Ethics Committees (11-LO-0952, 11/LO/0373). Both studies had prior ethical approval to use
184data later for further analysis. All research activities were conducted in accordance with the
185latest version of the Declaration of Helsinki (2013).
186
1872.2

Procedure

188The procedures in both studies were similar. In both studies all participants came to the
189King’s College London Centre for Neuroimaging Sciences to undergo magnetic resonance
190imaging (MRI). Prior to the MRI, participants’ height and weight were measured to calculate
191body mass index (BMI). Twenty-six women with current DSM-5 diagnosis of AN and 31 HC
192women took part in Study 1 between the years 2011 and 2014. In Study 1, the MRI session
193included a high resolution anatomical scan followed by three tasks which included two
194implicit facial emotion tasks reported elsewhere (Leppanen et al., 2017a, 2017b) and passive
195viewing of food and non-food images (Cardi, Leppanen, Mataix-Cols, Campbell, & Treasure,
1962018). Thirty-six women with current DSM-5 diagnosis of AN and 37 HC women took part in
197Study 2, which was conducted between the years 2011 and 2013. In Study 2, the MRI
198session included a high resolution anatomical scan followed by an implicit facial emotion
199task, embedded figures test, and the Wisconsin Card Sorting Test reported elsewhere
200(Fonville, Giampietro, Surguladze, Williams, & Tchanturia, 2014; Fonville et al., 2013; Lao201Kaim et al., 2015). Although a whole brain VBM examination using the data from Study 2 has

202been published (Fonville et al., 2014), the present study combined data from Study 2 with
203unpublished structural data from Study 1 and focused on vertex and volumetric analysis of
204specific, theory-driven regions of interest. Therefore, the present study should not
205constitute re-reporting published findings.
206
207As part of both studies participants were asked to complete self-report questionnaires
208providing their age and duration of illness (in years). Participants were also asked to
209complete the Eating Disorder Examination Questionnaire (EDEQ), a validated 36-item self210report assessment of eating disorder symptomatology over the past 28 days (Fairburn &
211Beglin, 1994), and a self-report questionnaire assessing current levels of anxiety and
212depression. The two studies used different questionnaires to assess anxiety and depression.
213In Study 1, participants were asked to complete the Depression, Anxiety and Stress Scale
214(DASS), which is a 21-item self-report measure assessing the level of depression, anxiety,
215and stress over the past 2 weeks (Lovibond & Lovibond, 1995). In Study 2, participants
216completed the Hospital Anxiety and Depression Scale (HADS), which is a 14-item self-report
217instrument assessing level of depression and anxiety over the past week (Zigmond & Snaith,
2181983). The internal consistency of the EDEQ (Cronbach’s alpha = 0.96), DASS (Cronbach’s
219alpha = 0.97), and HADS (Cronbach’s alpha = 0.96) were high. To enable group comparisons
220across the two datasets, anxiety and depression subscales from the DASS and HADS were
221converted into z-scores. There was some missing data in the self-report measures in both
222studies: three AN participants did not report their exact age, 5 AN participant did not report
223their duration of illness, and one AN and one HC participant did not complete the EDEQ.
224

225Data from Study 1 and Study 2 will be henceforth be referred to as dataset 1 and dataset 2,
226respectively.
227
2282.3

Image acquisition

229Both studies used the same MRI scanner unit housed at the King’s College London, Centre
230for Neuroimaging Sciences. The anatomical MRI was conducted with GE Signa 1.5T scanner
231unit (GE Medical Systems, Milwaukee, Wisconsin). Both studies used the same scanning
232parameters to acquire the T1-weighted anatomical magnetization-prepared rapid gradient233echo (MP-RAGE) images. The MP-RAGE images were acquired with 1.2 mm slice thickness,
2341.2 mm slice gap, 8° flip angle, 8.59 second repetition time, 3.8 second echo time, and voxel
235size of 1.2mmx1.2mmx1.2mm. Full brain coverage was achieved with 180 sagittal slices and
236an 8-channel headcoil was used to transmit and receive the signal.
237
2382.4

Statistical analysis

2392.4.1 Clinical and demographic data analysis
240All clinical and demographic data were analysed using R (R Core Team, 2018). Group
241differences in age, BMI, EDEQ, total score and anxiety and depression z-scores were
242examined using between-subjects t-tests. P < 0.05 was considered significant.
243
2442.4.2 Imaging data analysis
245All anatomical images were analysed with FSL (v5.0.11). The images were first preprocessed
246using run_first_all, which includes brain extraction, segmentation, formation of subcortical
247mesh

and

volumetric

outputs,

and

boundary

correction

248(https://fsl.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/fsl/fslwiki/FIRST/UserGuide). Following preprocessing, we used

249the first_roi_slicesdir function to generate summary images, which were visually inspected
250for segmentation errors by two authors (J.L. and F.S.), who were both blind to the diagnostic
251group each scan belonged to. Both authors inspected all summary images. Any images that
252showed evidence of poor segmentation according to either author were further assessed to
253find the cause of the segmentation error followed by re-running of the run_first_all
254function. The preprocessing and quality assessment procedures was repeated for four of the
255images due to segmentation errors that arose from coordinate mismatch.
256
257Information regarding volume (mm3) of the subcortical regions of interest, namely the
258bilateral caudate, putamen, globus pallidus, and NAcc, were acquired using fslstats.
259Subcortical volumes were then entered into R (R Core Team, 2018) for statistical analysis.
260Group differences controlling for dataset were examined with multiple linear regressions
261(lm). Correlations between subcortical volumes and BMI, EDEQ total score, and duration of
262illness were explored. Prior to group comparisons and correlation analyses, differences in
263subcortical volume between the two datasets were examined. There were no significant
264differences between the two datasets (Supplementary Table 2). Thus, both datasets were
265analysed together. Still, dataset was entered as a discrete nuisance covariate in all vertex
266analyses, to ensure no group differences or correlations were present due to potential small
267differences between the two datasets. False Discovery Rate correction with q = 0.05 was
268used to adjust the p-threshold for multiple comparisons and p < 0.003 was considered
269significant.
270
271Vertex-wise subcortical shape analysis was conducted with FSL (v5.0.11) using first_utils
272(https://fsl.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/fsl/fslwiki/FIRST/UserGuide). Each participant’s vertex-wise shape

273statistics are projected onto a group average surface and all meshes were reconstructed in
274Montreal Neurological Institute (MNI) space using rigid alignment transformation with 6
275degrees of freedom. Negative vertex-wise values indicate inward deformation in the shape
276of the subcortical structure, while positive values indicate outward deformation. Differences
277between the AN and HC groups were conducted using a non-parametric permutation test
278with 5000 permutations (randomise). Additional exploratory analyses were conducted
279examining

correlations

between

vertex-wise

values

and

BMI,

eating

disorder

280symptomatology, and duration of illness within the AN group. All results were corrected for
281multiple comparisons using the threshold-free cluster enhancement (TFCE) method (Smith
282& Nichols, 2009), which identifies clusters by enhancing voxels where the signal shows
283spatial contiguity. All p-values reported in the subcortical shape analysis section below are
284TFCE corrected p-values and p < 0.05 was considered significant. Prior to group comparisons
285and correlation analyses, differences in subcortical shape between the two datasets were
286examined. There were no significant differences between the two datasets in subcortical
287shape. Thus, both datasets were analysed together. Still, dataset was entered as a discrete
288nuisance covariate in all vertex analyses, to ensure no group differences or correlations
289were present due to potential small differences between the two datasets.
290

2913

Results

2923.1

Demographic and clinical characteristics

293Demographic and clinical characteristics by group are presented in Table 1. The groups were
294matched for age. As expected there was a significant difference in BMI, EDEQ total score,
295anxiety z-score, and depression z-score such that the AN group had lower BMI and reported
296more eating disorder symptomatology, anxiety, and depression than the HC group.
297
298Table 1. Demographic and clinical characteristics

Age
EDEQ Total
Anxiety z-score
Depression z-score
BMI
Duration of illness

AN

HC

M (SD)
27.51 (9.24)
4.01 (1.01)
0.90 (0.67)
0.85 (0.83)
15.73 (1.41)
11.39 (9.22)

M (SD)
26.35 (4.47)
0.54 (0.51)
-0.77 (0.39)
-0.73 (0.31)
21.49 (1.97)
N/A

t score, p-value
t(58) = 0.76, p = 0.453
t(62) = 20.79, p < 0.001
t(69) = 14.88, p < 0.001
t(56) = 12.18, p < 0.001
t(95) = -16.96, p < 0.001
N/A

(years)
299AN = anorexia nervosa, HC = healthy comparison, EDEQ = Eating Disorder Examination
300Questionnaire, BMI = body mass index, M = mean, SD = standard deviation, N/A = not
301applicable
302
3033.2

Subcortical volume

3043.2.1 Differences between AN and HC groups
305Subcortical volumes by group are presented in Table 2. Following correction for multiple
306comparisons, there were no significant differences between AN and HC group in subcortical
307volume controlling for dataset. There was also no significant difference between the two
308datasets across groups.

309
310Table 2. Subcortical volume by group
Hemispher
e
left

Right

AN

HC

Volume
Caudate

M (SD)
3595.82

M (SD)
3668.41

t score, p value
Group: t(97) = 0.98, p = 0.330

Putamen

(368.18)
4383.92

(347.67)
4437.08

Dataset: t(97) = -1.83, p = 0.071
Group: t(97) = 0.53, p = 0.597

Globus

(443.59)
1322.97

(534.02)
1374.80

Dataset: t(97) = -0.08, p = 0.935
Group: t(97) = 1.50, p = 0.138

pallidus
NAcc

(166.51)
577.37

(173.03)
589.00

Dataset: t(97) = -0.77, p = 0.442
Group: t(97) = 0.52, p = 0.603

Caudate

(84.95)
3620.95

(124.63)
3693.41

Dataset: t(97) = -0.45, p = 0.653
Group: t(97) = 0.93, p = 0.353

Putamen

(411.63)
4204.35

(336.76)
4270.18

Dataset: t(97) = -1.93, p = 0.057
Group: t(97) = 0.67, p = 0.507

Globus

(452.18)
1458.66

(523.61)
1432.12

Dataset: t(97) = 0.12, p = 0.907
Group: t(97) = -0.79, p = 0.432

pallidus
NAcc

(171.20)
486.46

(171.36)
524.30

Dataset: t(97) = -0.78, p = 0.438
Group: t(97) = 1.96, p = 0.053

(72.42)
(113.30)
Dataset: t(97) = 0.56, p = 0.577
311AN = anorexia nervosa, HC = healthy comparison, NAcc = Nucleus accumbens, M = mean, SD
312= standard deviation
313
314
315
316
317
318

3193.2.2 Correlations with clinical characteristics
320Correlations between BMI, EDEQ total score and duration of illness, and subcortical volumes
321are presented in Supplementary Table 3. Following correction for multiple comparisons,
322there were no significant correlations between eating disorder characteristics and
323subcortical volumes.
324
325
326
327
3283.3

Subcortical shape

3293.3.1 Differences between AN and HC groups
330Group differences in subcortical shape controlling for dataset are presented in Table 3 and
331Figure 1. In the left hemisphere, the AN group had significantly smaller vertex indices in the
332caudate (t = -4.44, p = 0.022) and globus pallidus (C1: t = -5.16, p = 0.001; C2: t = -4.97, p =
3330.004) relative to the HC group. In the right hemisphere, the AN group had smaller vertex
334indices in the NAcc (t = -3.52, p = 0.027) and in the right globus pallidus (C3: t = -4.33, p =
3350.025) relative to the HC group. The AN group also had significantly greater vertex indices in
336two clusters in the right globus pallidus (C1: t = 3.63, p = 0.027; C2: t = 4.11, p = 0.013)
337compared to the HC group.
338
339Table 3. Group differences in subcortical shape
Peak MNI
Hemispher

Structur

e

e

Index

Voxels

X

coordinates
Y
Z

Peak F score, TFCE corrected pvalue

Left

Caudate

Globus

C1

C1

16

-

-18

25

F = 9.85, p = 0.027

100

19
-

2

-6

F = 13.30, p = 0.001

67

19
-

-10

-3

F = 12.30, p = 0.003

pallidus
C2

18
Right
NAcc
C1
5
10
Globus
C1
27
17
C2
23
24
pallidus
C3
12
18
340TFCE = threshold-free cluster enhancement, NAcc

15 -4
-3
3
-11 -6
-8
-3
= Nucleus

F = 6.18, p = 0.041
F = 8.46, p = 0.015
F = 6.33, p = 0.032
F = 9.37, p = 0.026
accumbens, MNI = Montreal

341Neurological Institute
342
343Figure 1. Group differences in subcortical shape

344
345The blue clusters indicate smaller vertices in the AN group relative to the HC group and the
346orange colour indicated greater vertices in the AN group relative to the HC group. NAcc =
347Nucleus accumbens.
348

3493.3.2 Correlations with clinical characteristics
350There were no significant correlations between BMI, EDEQ total score, or duration of illness
351and vertex indices within the AN group. Within the HC group, there was a negative
352correlation between BMI and surface deformations in the anterior and lateral parts of the
353left putamen (Supplementary Table 4). There were no other significant correlations between
354vertex indices and BMI or EDEQ total score within the HC group.
355
356
357
358

3594

Discussion

360The aim of the present study was to investigate differences in the volume and shape of basal
361ganglia structures hypothesised to play a key role in the maintenance of AN (O’Hara et al.,
3622015). Contrary to our hypotheses we did not find significant differences between AN and
363HC participants in left or right caudate, putamen, globus pallidus, or NAcc volume. However,
364as hypothesised, there was evidence of localised anomalies in the shape of the left caudate,
365bilateral globus pallidus and right NAcc in the AN group. In our exploratory correlation
366analyses we did not find any significant correlations between subcortical volume or shape
367and eating disorder characteristics.
368
369The present findings partly support and partly contradict our hypotheses showing inward
370deformations in the left caudate body and right NAcc, but also in the left ventral and
371internus globus pallidus, and right internus globus pallidus. These findings appear to suggest
372that the globus pallidus is a complex structure and may facilitate many function, not only
373habitual, rigid stimulus-response actions. Similar inward deformations in the left caudate
374body and right NAcc have been found in trichotillomania and crack cocaine addiction (Garza375Villarreal et al., 2017; Isobe et al., 2018). Such inward deformation of the striatum have
376been suggested as being linked to reward evaluation and reward-motivated decision
377making, possibly suggesting that such weighing of behaviour and outcome may disrupted in
378disorders of compulsion. Moreover, pathways linking the striatum to the ventral globus
379pallidus have been proposed to play a role in controlling behaviour (Aouizerate et al., 2004;
380Gillan et al., 2015; Narayanaswamy, Jose, Kalmady, Venkatasubramanian, & Reddy, 2013).
381Functional anomalies in this striato-pallidal pathway have been suggested to underlie

382repetitive, pathological behaviours in OCD (Aouizerate et al., 2004; Beucke et al., 2013). It
383has been suggested that this pathway fails to signal for the end of a behavioural routine,
384leading to a pathological loop which maintains the compulsive disorder-related behaviour
385(Aouizerate et al., 2004). As compulsivity is feature that has been linked to both OCD and AN
386(Montigny et al., 2013) and strong genetic correlation has recently been reported between
387AN and OCD (Watson et al., 2019), similar striato-pallidal functional anomalies may be
388present in AN. Thus, further investigation of potential anomalies in the functional and
389structural pathways that link these regions as well as the role they may play in the
390maintenance of eating disorder behaviours may be of interest.
391
392As hypothesised the present study revealed evidence of outward deformations in the
393middle and posterior internus globus pallidus in the AN participants. Similar outward
394deformations as well as increased grey matter in the middle and posterior internus globus
395pallidus have been documented in OCD (Shaw et al., 2015; Zarei et al., 2011). Furthermore,
396atypical increased activation in the globus pallidus and connected regions in the striatum,
397thalamus, and frontal cortex have also been reported to be linked to compulsive behaviours
398in OCD (Rotge et al., 2008). These findings appear to fit well with preclinical findings
399reporting that the posterior parts of the globus pallidus has a key role supporting and
400facilitating habitual, rigid behaviours (Agustín-Pavón et al., 2014; McFarland & Kalivas, 2001;
401Saga et al., 2016; Sommer et al., 2014). Therefore, further investigation of the functional
402connectivity of the posterior globus pallidus and its role in illness maintenance in AN would
403be of interest.
404

405Our exploratory correlation analyses did not reveal any significant relationships between
406basal ganglia volumes or shapes and eating disorder characteristics. Some previous studies
407have reported significant relationships global grey matter and BMI in people with AN as well
408as between BMI and grey matter increase following weight restoration in AN (Mainz,
409Schulte-Rüther, Fink, Herpertz-Dahlmann, & Konrad, 2012; Mühlau et al., 2007). However,
410many previous studies have also failed to find significant correlation between bran structure
411and self-reported clinical variables among people with AN (Boghi et al., 2011; Brooks et al.,
4122011; Frank, Shott, Hagman, & Mittal, 2013; Mühlau et al., 2007; Suchan et al., 2010),
413possibly highlighting the difficulty of using self-report measures. Future studies may benefit
414from conducting longitudinal examinations to clarify the potential role of structural and
415functional anomalies in these regions have perpetuating the illness.
416
4174.1

Limitations

418The present study is not without limitations. Firstly, we did not have a behavioural measure
419to assess reward processing, learning, habit formation, or compulsivity. The use of such
420measures would be necessary to confirm that the present basal ganglia deformations are
421linked to reward learning and compulsivity. Therefore, future studies may benefit from
422incorporating such behavioural measures and neuroimaging to further explore this potential
423link in AN as well as its role in illness maintenance or recovery in a longitudinal setting.
424
425The present study investigated the volume and shape basal ganglia regions, but not their
426connections. Therefore, it is difficult to ascertain how the shape anomalies found may be
427linked to each other. Future studies may benefit from further exploring structural
428connections and pathways between these regions. A few studies have begun to investigate

429structural pathways in AN using diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) and have reported anomalies
430in white matter track in a number of regions including the corpus callosum and cingulum,
431but findings are still somewhat mixed (King, Frank, Thompson, & Ehrlich, 2018). Thus,
432further examination of the basal ganglia regions hypothesised to play a role in the
433maintenance of AN using DTI techniques may be of interest.
434
435It is also of importance to note that structural differences do not necessarily indicate that
436there are any functional differences. Indeed, several studies that have investigated both
437brain structure and function have reported structural group differences in regions that have
438shown no functional group differences (Anurova, Renier, De Volder, Carlson, & Rauschecker,
4392015; Pereira et al., 2018; Tavor et al., 2016). One study found that less than 3% of the
440maximum voxels in voxel-based morphometry analysis matched those from a resting-state
441functional connectivity analysis (Pereira et al., 2018). Furthermore, studies attempting to
442map functional and structural connectivity studies investigating correlations between
443structural and functional MRI have found that although there are some links between
444resting state functional connectivity and structural pathways, direct functional connectivity
445has also been found between regions that show no direct structural connectivity
446(Damoiseaux & Greicius, 2009; Honey et al., 2009). Therefore, before firm conclusion
447regarding the role of basal ganglia regions in the maintenance of eating disorder behaviours
448in AN are drawn the function of these regions in relation to illness related variables should
449be examined.
450
451Although many recent studies have used a 3.0T MRI scanner unit, the present study used
452data acquired with a 1.5T MRI unit. The increased filed strength of a 3.0T MRI unit has been

453suggested to improve signal-to-noise ratio leading to higher quality anatomical images
454(Takahashi, Uematsu, & Hatabu, 2003). A few studies comparison 1.5T and 3.0T MRI scanner
455units have reported that the 3.0T unit has greater sensitivity, particularly in detecting small
456scale structural anomalies in neurological disorders such as multiple sclerosis and
457Alzheimer’s disease (Chow et al., 2015; Stankiewicz et al., 2011). 3.0T MR images have also
458been found to provide more clinically relevant information than images acquired using a
4591.5T MRI unit during pre-surgical review (Bingaman et al., 2004). However, a recent
460systematic review reported that the 1.5T and 3.0T units were equivalent and although
461differences were found they were largely too divergent to conclude that one was superior to
462the other (Wardlaw et al., 2012). This finding could explained by findings that improved
463signal-to-noise ratio at higher field strength may be offset by failure to take other
464differences into consideration such as increased T1 relaxation time (Takahashi et al., 2003).
465Thus, although using data acquired with a lower field strength MRI unit may have affected
466the present findings, the extent of the effect is unclear.
467
468It is uncertain to what extent and how the use of psychotropic medication impacted the
469present findings. A systematic review found that psychotropic treatment was associated
470with both structural and functional changes in a number of brain regions including the basal
471ganglia, in bipolar disorder, schizophrenia, and attention deficit with hyperactivity disorder,
472which in turn were associated with symptom improvement (Singh & Chang, 2012). In the
473present study we were unable to examine the impact of medication on basal ganglia volume
474and shape. Information regarding the type of medication participants were taking when the
475images were acquired was only collected as part of one study. Additionally, when this
476information was available it was clear that many participants were taking many different

477types of medication, which likely introduced heterogeneity to any investigation of impact of
478medication of basal ganglia volume and shape. Furthermore, information regarding how
479long participants had been taking psychotropic medication was not collected as part of
480either study. Future studies may benefit from controlling for the types of medication
481participants are taking in order to examine the impact of psychotropic medication of basal
482ganglia volume and shape.
483
484Finally, as the present study was cross-sectional in nature it is not possible to ascertain to
485what extent the findings may be related to state of malnutrition in AN (Phillipou et al.,
4862018). Furthermore, duration of illness, information regarding psychotropic medication,
487and eating disorder symptomatology were assessed through self-report. Thus, these
488measures could have been affected by uncertainty regarding the exact onset of illness and
489lack of insight into the illness. Additionally, we did not have sufficient information to
490regarding AN subtype to investigate differences between restricting and binge/purge AN
491participants. Future studies may benefit from linking with clinicians to gain information
492about illness subtype and to corroborate self-report measures with clinician report.

4934.2

Conclusions

494Reward-centred theoretical models postulate that anomalies in the basal ganglia circuitry
495that underlies reward processing, learning, and habit formation have a key role in the
496maintenance of AN. The aim of the present study was to investigate the volume and shape
497of key basal ganglia regions including bilateral caudate, putamen, NAcc, and globus pallidus
498in women with and without AN. The study combined data from two existing studies
499resulting in a sample size of 46 women with AN and 56 HC women. There were no
500significant differences between the groups in the volume of any of the regions of interest.
501However, there were small, localised group differences in the shape of these regions. The
502results revealed areas of inward deformations in the AN group relative to the HC group in
503the left caudate, right NAcc, and bilateral globus pallidus. Additionally there were small
504areas of outward deformation in the AN group relative to the HC group in the right globus
505pallidus. These findings are in line with the reward-centred models of AN and future
506research may benefit from further investigation of the role of these regions in reward
507processing in AN as well as their potential role in the maintenance of the illness in long term
508would be of interest.
509
510
511
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